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HIGH COURT HIJINX

RICE COUNTY HAPPENINGS…

DAPPER THE NEWEST SUPREME COURT JUSTICE?
(AP) Insiders throughout
the beltway were surprised
when President Bush named
our own Michael Dapper as
the newest associate justice
of the US Supreme Court.
And equally surprising, the
U.S. Senate approved him
the same afternoon.
“To tell you the truth,” said
the surprisingly dark-haired
justice, “I thought Tom Teske
was playing a prank on me.
But when the robe came in
the mail, I realized me and
the wife were D.C.-bound.”
Scholars around the world
have been digging into his
writings for clues on his
legal leanings. A significant amount of scrutiny was focused on
his early 911 News writings but Justice Dapper dismissed them
as “just a bunch of crap I used to write with Sears and Don
Smith.” This casual denial of involvement has been successful
as several law centers have stated that they have found no
“substantial” indication of how Justice Dapper will vote. Another
finding has focused around whether he will show up for cases as
he views himself as “more or less of an ‘afternoon person.’”
“He’s a real enigma,” said Law Professor Ken Peters. “This
Dapper fellow will impact legal rulings for at least the next forty
years. The word on the street is that he only became extremely
interested in the position once he learned he could expunge
criminal records.”
When asked about Professor’s comments, Justice Dapper
remarked, “Forty years? I haven’t had a full time gig since Jim &
Joe’s so I was thinking of doing it for a couple years and then
retire early. However, I have already gotten calls from Jimmy
Batchelder, Cindi Ramm and Gary Gilbertson. They all made a
few mistakes in their youth and I told them that ‘for $200, I can
make it all go away.’ And to no surprise to myself or Ruthie
Ginsburg, I already got Cindi’s cash.”
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• The loud spinning sound coming out of
Maple Lawn Cemetery (this week) has been
traced to Janer’s immediate reaction to Ellen
and John’s purchase of a dog. The newest
member of the Ramsey contingent is named
Sparky Lou. “We are pretty impressed with
Jane’s ability to spin in the grave,” said a
Maple Lawn spokesperson, “especially since
she was cremated.”
• Aunt Lorraine and Uncle Bing’s social
calendar has been so booked up that they are
now regularly refusing family visits as fast as
they come in. “I love these kids,” said Aunt
Lorraine as she was packing for a two-week
getaway to Bali, “but I can’t be cooking and
visiting all the time, I got places to go.”
• Maggie is heading down to the University
of Iowa this month. If either of her parents
asks, tell them she is at Iowa State University.
“That should buy me a few weeks of peace and
quiet,” said the anxious co-ed.
• Dixie Drager remains hard to find. Search
parties continue to fan out in the Twin Cities on
a regular basis for glimpses of the crimsonhaired beauty. “This is the last time I join a
group that has the phrase ‘Witness Protection’
on its logo,” said Dixie.
• Dear sweet Michele Lenz-Noll’s darling
son Alec Noll is practicing to join the next big
boy band. “The way I see it, these guys get all
the chicks so, why shouldn’t I join one?” Until
he can con four or five other guys to join, he
continues to practice “his moves” on his own.
See Alec (aka ‘A-Train’) below.

